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Open your mind to the possibilities    

    

    Let this in-depth professional book be your guide to Blender, the powerful open-source 3D modeling and animation software that will bring your ideas to life. Using clear step-by-step instruction and pages of real-world examples from talented Blender users, expert animator Tony Mullen walks you through the complexities of modeling and animating, with a special focus on characters. From Blender basics to creating facial expressions and emotion to rendering, you'll jump right into the process and learn valuable techniques that will transform your movies.     

	Walk through the complete process of building a character     
	Master mesh modeling tools and organic modeling     
	Fashion skin, hair, and clothing with material shaders, textures, and other tools     
	Learn to sync lip movements with a sound file     
	Understand interpolation curves, keyframes, and the basics of animating     


    Model your characters using a variety of mesh editing techniques    

    See how armatures, lattices, and IK interact    

    Light and render your work for exactly the effect you want    

    Valuable DVD with complete Blender installation    

    The companion DVD provides the Blender installer for Windows®, Macintosh®, and Linux®. You'll also find:     

	All the source files you need to produce the examples and tutorials in the book     
	The short film Elephants Dream and all the files used to create it     
	An impressive gallery of short animations created by Blender artists around the world     
	Plenty of useful links to related Blender resources     
	A large collection of third-party software and plug-ins, including Audacity, Python, and the popular BlenderPeople     


    www.sybex.com     

       About the Author
   

Tony Mullen, Ph.D., teaches at Tsuda College, Tokyo, where his courses include modeling and animation with Blender as well as the Python programming language. Mullen has been a cartoonist and an illustrator. His screen credits include writer, co-director, or lead animator on several short films, including the award-winning Gustav Braüstache shorts.       
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CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, Third EditionSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new CCNA exam, 640-607. Written by a Cisco internetworking expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  Configuration practice with a Router Fundamentals...
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ExtGWT Rich Internet Application CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	80 recipes to build rich Java web apps on the robust GWT platform, with Sencha ExtGWT

	
		Take your ExtGWT web development skills to the next level
	
		Create stunning UIs with several layouts and templates in a fast and simple manner
	
		Enriched with code and screenshots for easy and quick grasp
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Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft Excel: A Practical Guide for Business Calculations (Market Editions)Trans-Atlantic Publications, 2005
Tools enabling managers to carry out financial calculations have evolved in the last 20 years from tables through calculators to programs on PCs and personal organisers. Today, the majority of those in finance have Excel on their desks and increasingly on their laptops or pocket computers.
Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft...
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Fire Safety Engineering, Second Edition: Design of StructuresButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
.Design methods based on the fire sections of the new Structural Eurocodes

.Worked calculations and examples clearly illustrate the effect of temperature rise and structural performance of structural elements

.Essential reading for Structural Engineers, Building Designers, Architects, Fire Engineers and Building Control...
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Process-Induced Food Toxicants: Occurrence, Formation, Mitigation, and Health RisksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A comprehensive look at analytical, health, and risk management issues
Process-Induced Food Toxicants provides a much-needed single-source reference on food process toxicants that also answers important food safety questions. The text presents currently known toxicants, and includes a balanced view, given by renowned experts in industry,...
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Voice Over IP Crash CourseMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Recent advances in VoIP (Voice over IP) technology have made it the solution of choice for voice service because of its low cost and increased reliability. Voice Over IP Crash Course offers practical technology coverage, while discussing the business, strategic and competitive implications of VoIP deployment in corporations. The book also...
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